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I Am Virgin

I Am Virgin is a spoof of the film I Am Legend.  I must use the term spoof loosely, because it isn’t much

like the blockbuster film at all.  If anything, the premises are similar, but that is about it.  You know, the

post apocalyptic city, where there is one normal mortal walking around, and the rest of the folks are

mutants, or in the case of this DVD, vampires.  The DVD is about a guy named Robby who is the last

mortal virgin on earth, whom is living among vampires.  The rest of the world has been turned in to

vampires, that do not crave blood, but sex.  A little silly if you ask me.  Robby goes on a quest each day

with his dog, not to get food, but to watch vampires get it on.  Robby fights all temptation, and does his best

not to give in, in fear of becoming one of them.  A little cheezy I know, but what do you expect from a

company call Cheezy Flicks?

As stated above, this is a cheezy movie.  These is no gore and no horror about it.  It isn’t really even funny.  I’m a fan of

cheezy B-rated movies, but this one doesn’t really fit the mode, because there isn’t any real humor.  The acting is poor and

story line is stupid.  This film comes off as a straight to cable after hours flick, without much oomph.  The film had potential

to be funny, but with the poor acting it never really got there.  If you’re looking for a cheap thrill, you might find it with this

flick, but that is about it.  You know a film is bad, if even a cameo from Ron Jeremy doesn’t save it.  Surely I jest.

Bottom Line: Look for this one on Showtime or Cinemax after hours soon.  Cheezy without a lot of cheeze factor.

Ragman needs sleep.
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